WELCOMING GLOBAL TALENT!
The first Surrey Newcomer Employment Week
(Surrey NEW, for short!) took place from October
21 to 27, 2017. With over 30 events taking
place all over the city—including career
fairs, mock interviews, networking
sessions, skills-building
workshops, open houses
and more—events focus
on building bridges
between
employers,
service
providers,
and
newcomer
talent in Surrey.
As part of the Youth Employer Connection
Over 80% of these
event the GAP store in Guildford Town
events included
Centre shopping mall hired
employers!
newcomer youth with low
English levels.

By showcasing all events and opportunities over the course of
one week, service providers were able to collaborate on their
events as well as take risks with what type of events to host.
This risks paid off. One event saw 20 immigrants hired on the
spot! As the week went on, more and more employers
connected with the Surrey LIP to find out how they could get
involved.
Surrey NEW was organized by a working group of
15 different service providers, under the guidance of the Surrey
LIP Employer Advisory Group, and with the support of the
Surrey Board of Trade, the Immigrant Employment Council of
BC, and Certified Professionals in Human Resources.
Organizers noted early on that connecting employers would be
our most important challenge.
Vancity sponsored the Surrey NEW Closing Reception, which
was held on October 30th and was attended by over
80 employers, newcomers, and organizers.
The next Surrey NEW is planned for Spring 2019.

”

I felt privileged to meet wonderful people with a
strong drive to succeed and passion for their word Canada is lucky to welcome such talented people who
will help our country continue to grow and prosper.

Monica Affleck, Soulterra HR Consulting, participant in
ASTTBC’s Mock Interview event for Surrey NEW

1 CITY
7 DAYS
30+ EVENTS
20+ PARTNERS
100+ EMPLOYERS

1,200+ PARTICIPANTS

”

Here I am 20 years later, privileged to
be leading the organization that hired
me as a young new immigrant.

Surinder Bhogal, Chief Librarian, Surrey Libraries

To support Surrey NEW, we launched
the #ShareYourStory media
campaign and gathered 20
personal stories that
showcased how
employers benefited
With labour shortage looming and baby
from hiring
newcomers!
boomers heading into retirement, immigration

Hasan Alsaleh,
an artist from Syria
and newcomer to Surrey,
was invited to display his work
during the Surrey NEW Closing
Reception and sold his first painting!

is as much an economic issue as a social issue.
Patrick Blennerhasset, Business in Vancouver

”

Surrey NEW Survey Results
As the week wrapped up, we connected with employers,
newcomers, and organizers via an online evaluation to find
out what worked and what can be improved. We had over
200 respondents! Here are some highlights:
100% of organizers agreed that, in the planning of
Surrey NEW, decision-making was a collaborative
process.
Most employers got involved because it matched
their company values, and they felt good about
their involvement.
More than half of newcomers stated what they
gained most was a better understanding of what
employers are looking for.
Respondents generally agreed that the next
Surrey NEW could be even better with improved
promotion, especially through utilizing social
media.

Thank You to Our Partners!

